NOAA Announces Award to Synergy Solutions, Inc. for Plixer Hardware, Software Licenses, and
Maintenance Support
Synergy Solutions Inc. (Synergy) is honored to announce a strategic Prime Contract award supporting
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Weather Service (NWS) National
Centers of Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Central Operations (NCO) in the upgrade and purchase of an
additional Plixer Scrutinizer® Enterprise Hardware Collector, and to Co-Term Software Licenses and
Maintenance Renewal for the NOAA Center for Weather and Climate reduction (NCWCP) in College Park,
MD, and the David Skaggs Research Center (DSRC) in Boulder, CO. According to NOAA, this award, and
having this software will allow for faster response to issues and resolve outages and trend the need for future
circuit increases.
Under this contract, Synergy is partnering with Plixer to provide engineering and support resources to assist
NOAA with the upgrade and implementation of a distributed and fault tolerant Scrutinizer deployment. In
addition, training will be provided to ensure NOAA personnel can leverage the solution to its fullest potential.
Thu-Anh Nelson, Synergy President and founder said, “We are very excited to serve as a valued Contractorpartner to NOAA on this critical effort, which advances our commitment to important work and innovation and
demonstrates Synergy’s ability to embrace technology challenges and deliver solutions and services to our
Nation’s cyber warriors. This is also an amazing opportunity for Synergy to team and collaborate with the
industry’s recognized leader in the network and security intelligence platform community. “
“We are excited to be partnering with Synergy to better serve our customers,” said Bob Noel, Director of
Strategic Partnerships and Marketing. “Synergy bring years of experience in information technology,
cybersecurity services (for both classified and unclassified environments), turnkey assessments, and training
helping customers maximize their IT investments and lower risk.”
About Synergy Solutions, Inc.
Synergy is a Woman Owned Small Business (WOSB), with experience in providing a full-range of desktop,
network (unclassified and classified) and help desk IT services. Synergy also provides our federal and
commercial customers cybersecurity program support, training and assessments. We provide innovative
proven technological solutions such as specialized security focused Blockchain solutions through our
strategic partnerships and license agreements. Synergy has developed our corporate culture through
focusing on a vision of synergistic, collaborative and purposeful problem solving to yield innovative and
comprehensive solutions. Synergy has been repeatedly nominated for the Department of Energy WomanOwned and 8(a) Small Business Awards (2013, 2015) for exceptional value-added and innovative services
and named ACQ5’s 2018 Global Award for US – Niche Business Solutions Provider of the Year, Corporate
Insider’s 2017 Excellence Awardee for Technical & Administrative Security and Acquisition International
Global Media 2017 Awards-Best IT Consulting Services (USA-TN). Learn more at ssi-synergy.com.
About Plixer
Plixer provides a network and security intelligence platform that supports fast and efficient incident response.
The solution allows you to gain visibility into cloud applications, security events, and network traffic. It delivers
actionable data to guide you from the detection of network and security events all the way to root-cause
analysis and mitigation. Network and security incidents are inevitable. When they occur, Plixer is there to
help you quickly return to normal and minimize business disruption. Thousands of organizations rely on Plixer
solutions to keep their IT infrastructure running efficiently. Learn more at plixer.com, stay connected with the
Plixer blog, and follow us @Plixer.

